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Biography


Comics/Graphic Novels


Criticism


Robinson, Sue. "'If You had been with Us': Mainstream Press and Citizen Journalists Jockey for Authority Over the Collective Memory of Hurricane Katrina." New Media & Society 11.5 (2009): 795-814.


Drama


Essays


"Hurricane Katrina, Five Years Later | Poets & Writers." Web. 1/14/2011 <http://www.pw.org/content/hurricane_katrina_five_years_later>.

"Literary New Orleans, Post-Katrina | Poets & Writers." Web. 1/13/2011
<http://www.pw.org/content/literary_new_orleans_postkatrina?cmnt_all=1>.


**Exhibition Catalogs**


**Fiction (adult)**


**Fiction (juvenile)**


**Fiction (mystery/detective)**


**Fiction (romance)**


**Fiction (short stories)**


**Films (documentary)**


Films (feature)


Letters


Motion Picture Reviews


**Personal Narratives**


**Pictorial Works**


**Podcasts**


**Poetry**


*With contributions from Blake Landor, Doreen Simonsen, Rebecca Oling, Richard Bleiler, Jeanne Pavy, Steven Harris, Liorah Golomb, Leslie Bussert, and Robert Melton*